
Five Featured Books Now Available for Display
at The Maple Staple Spotlight Shelf

Calington Castle I by Richard Feller

Sharley's Lessons by RK VETTER

From heroic quests to heartfelt journeys,

explore a diverse selection of handpicked

books suitable for readers of all ages and

preferences.

ETOBICOKE, ONTARIO, CANADA, July

29, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

Maple Staple, an independent

bookstore dedicated to fostering a love

of reading and literature within the

community, is thrilled to announce the

addition of five handpicked reads to

their spotlight shelf. These diverse

books promise captivating reads for

readers of all ages and interests,

showcasing a range of genres and

themes.

Set in a world brimming with magic,

danger, and heroism, R.A. Feller’s

imaginative narrative follows Prince

Liam on a quest to rescue his father

and safeguard his kingdom from the

clutches of rival kings in his book,

“Calington Castle I: Learning to Love

the Truth”. 

In “Calington Castle I: Learning to Love

the Truth”, readers will embark on an

epic journey alongside Prince Liam as

he confronts formidable adversaries,

including chief kings from neighboring

tribes, and grapples with the perils of a

land besieged by spiritual assaults from mind-invading dragons. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://themaplestaple.com/
https://themaplestaple.com/


Small Ironies by J. Peter Bergman

Justin's First Crush by Lori Murberger

With over forty years of writing

experience, R.A. Feller imbues his

narrative with rich detail, vibrant

characters, and a palpable sense of

adventure that will leave readers

spellbound from the very first page.

Commenting on his latest work, R.A.

Feller remarked, “Calington Castle I:

Learning to Love the Truth” as a labor

of passion, blending his love for

storytelling with an enduring

fascination for the fantastical. His book

is a saga of bravery, resilience, and the

unyielding strength of hope in the face

of daunting challenges.

Author RK Vetter invites readers to

step back in time and experience the

charm of rural Iowa in her latest book,

“Sharley's Lessons”. Set against the

nostalgic backdrop of the late '50s and

early '60s, Vetter’s poignant narrative

follows the endearing friendship

between Sharley and Kate, offering

readers a glimpse into a world where

innocence and camaraderie reign

supreme.

With an open-hearted and nostalgic

tone, “Sharley's Lessons” welcomes

readers into the world of Sharley, a

cherished friend whose untimely

departure resonates deeply with those she leaves behind. In this book, Vetter skillfully portrays

Sharley's spirit and the impact she has on those around her. From her playful mischief to her

steadfast loyalty, Sharley's influence endures long after her physical absence, serving as an

enduring source of inspiration for readers of all ages.

More than just a story, "Sharley's Lessons" is a celebration of the human spirit and the

transformative power of friendship. As readers embark on this heartfelt journey of self-discovery

and growth, they are encouraged to reflect on their own experiences and embrace the role of

“keeper of all of Sharley's lessons” in their lives.



With Eyes Wide Open: The Execution of Quentin

Marshall by John W. Roberts

J. Peter Bergman's novel, "Small

Ironies" takes readers on an emotional

journey into the life of Max Draper, a

young man maneuvering through the

intricacies of family dynamics, love, and

self-discovery in a world defined by

unforeseen twists and turns.

In the heart of a seemingly typical

American family lies a three-generation

business that sets the stage for Max's

unconventional upbringing. As he

grapples with his identity and desires,

Max finds solace and connection in his

friendship with Freddy, a relationship

that evolves against the backdrop of

shifting landscapes in New York.

"Small Ironies" explores themes of sexuality, love, and the search for belonging with depth and

sensitivity. Through fifty-two chapters, Bergman masterfully crafts a narrative that captures the

essence of human experience, providing readers with a compelling exploration of life's

complexities and the subtle ironies that shape individual journeys.

Lori Murberger, a passionate writer and devoted mother, introduces her debut, "Justin's First

Crush”, a captivating narrative that will charm the hearts of children aged 8 to 10. Set to enchant

readers with its endearing characters and relatable storyline, Murberger's book is poised to

become a cherished addition to every young reader's collection.

"Justin's First Crush" follows the journey of young Justin as he navigates the perplexing world of

emotions, friendship, and first love. Tackling universal themes with warmth and sincerity,

Murberger delivers a touching tale that resonates with readers of all ages.

Inspired from her upbringing in the picturesque landscapes of Santa Barbara, California,

Murberger infuses her storytelling with authenticity and depth. Her intimate understanding of

children, combined with her vibrant imagination, shines through in every page of "Justin's First

Crush".

Drawing from his extensive background in academia and his deep understanding of literature

and culture, John W. Roberts, an accomplished author and distinguished academic, delves into

the harrowing realities of systemic racism and its devastating impact on individuals and

communities in his latest novel, "With Eyes Wide Open: The Execution of Quentin Marshall".

Through a captivating narrative that unfolds in a fictional town in South Carolina during the late

1950s and early 1960s, Roberts sheds light on the corrosive effects of racial prejudice on the



pursuit of justice.

Set against the backdrop of a racially charged environment, “With Eyes Wide Open: The

Execution of Quentin Marshall" chronicles Quentin Marshall's harrowing journey as he is unjustly

accused, tried, and sentenced to death for a crime he did not commit. Through a series of

overlapping monologues delivered by various narrators, Roberts skillfully portrays the

perspectives of those involved in Quentin's case, offering insights into the motivations and

prejudices that drive their actions.

Readers in search of thrilling escapades, heartwarming tales, or thought-provoking reflections

can find these books on The Maple Staple Spotlight Shelf and Digital Bookstore. Explore these

books online at https://themaplestaple.com/digital-bookstore/ and embark on a voyage of

discovery unlike any other.

About The Maple Staple:

For bookworms, by passionate writers.

At The Maple Staple, books come alive beyond mere pages. It's more than a bookstore—it's a

community hub for book enthusiasts and budding authors. Celebrating diversity, they curate

books from up-and-coming independent writers, and offer a platform to underrepresented

voices. With captivating events and book clubs in the heart of Toronto, they foster a vibrant

literary community, igniting inspiration and transformation through the enchanting power of

words.

About Bookside Press:

Bringing stories and ideas to life, one tap at a time.

Bookside Press is all about creating buzz in the digital world. Buzz that'll have each vital message

be heard loud and clear. Headquartered in Canada, this hybrid publishing and advertising

company aims to share the magic of its authors' books with the world. With a dedicated team of

creatives and marketing professionals, Bookside Press collaborates with clients in building better

brands that stand out and reach greater heights.
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